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When it comes to deciding on the size of a home or living space, one question must be asked:

How much space is enough? Americans often relate "enough" space to dimensions, rather

than to how a space will really be enjoyed. In Blueprint Small, Michelle Kodis examines small

spaces (each 1500 square feet or less) from a wide spectrum of locations, budgets, and

individual styles-each chosen because they illustrate that scaling back in size doesn't have to

mean scaling back in comfort, spaciousness, or beauty.From a sleek urban apartment to a

funky mountain home to a renovated beach house, Blueprint Small reveals how smaller homes

invite rather than overwhelm, comfort rather than alienate. The projects offered here represent

a variety of functions, locations and environments, combining the technical aspects of building

and using small spaces with the stories of the people who live in them. Blueprint Small invites

you to explore inspiring and imaginative ways to inhabit smaller spaces, and still live

large.Michelle Kodis is a freelance writer and editor based in Telluride, Colorado. She is the

author of Love Scents and The Telluride Cookbook; she has also written for The San Francisco

Examiner, The Oregonian, and Backpacker magazine.

...a well-focused look at a variety of stylishly modern living environments.. (Metropolitan Home

2003-08-01)Blueprint Small ... is a small book that asks a big question: If American families are

getting smaller, why are we building bigger homes? Author Michelle Kodis traveled the country

to find homes of 1,500 square feet or less that prove scaling back in size doesn't mean scaling

back in comfort or beauty. The featured homes cover a range of styles and budgets, including a

home in Aspen you have to see to believe. The book also provides easy-to-read blueprints of

the homes. (Better Homes & Gardens 2003-07-01)A smartly designed volume, thick with

striking photos of cozy quarters, Blueprint Small walks readers through the homes visually

while telling the stories behind them. Extensive design plans are included, along with details on

the architects and designers responsible. (Jay Dedrick Rocky Mountain News 2003-07-05) --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapContents Introduction

8 The Joys of California Living 12 A Cost-Efficient Caretaker Apartment 34 An Elegant

Suburban Retreat 52 Tranquility Above the Crowds 66 Something Old, Something New 86 A

Fresh Angle 104 Trailer Park Living with a Twist 116 A Neighborly Development 136 A Small

Addition Makes a Big Difference 158 A Contemporary Slant on a Traditional House 172 How to

Find an Architect 188 Resources 190 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Back CoverN/A --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About

the AuthorNo Information AvailableNo Information Available.Michelle Kodis is also the author of

the Gibbs Smith title Blueprint Small: Creative Ways to Live With Less. Since receiving her

master of science degree from the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism in

1991, she has written about a broad range of topics, including architecture and design,

science, the environment, health and medicine, business, and cuisine. She lives with her

husband near Telluride, Colorado, and is currently at work on additional architecture/design

books for Gibbs Smith Publisher. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved."Something caught my eye one

day as I was flipping througha real estate magazine. One of the properties featured

encompassed some 36,000 square feet. Included in the home's floor plan were ten bedrooms,

fourteen bathrooms, a master suite, an indoor pool, a theater, a wine cellar, a guesthouse,



caretaker's quarters, and parking spaces for more than ten vehicles. A few weeks later I came

across an article about a 295-square-foot home built on a postage-stamp-sized lot in Tokyo.

Lauded for its resourceful use of extremely limited space, this house vividly demonstrated that

a comfortable, livable home is not necessarily born out of square footage." --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Blueprint SmallCreative Ways to Live with LessMichelle KodisBlueprint SmallDigital Edition

v1.0Text © 2003 Michelle KodisPhotographs © 2003 as notedAll rights reserved. No part of this

book may be reproduced by any means whatsoever without written permission from the

publisher, except brief portions quoted for purpose of review.Gibbs Smith, PublisherPO Box

667Layton, UT 84041Orders: 1.800.835.4993www.gibbs-smith.com978-1-4236-1940-6For

Richard, who makes ever thing possible.AcknowledgmentsMy gratitude and thanks to:The

architects, designers, homeowners, photographers, and other professionals, whose input,

cooperation, suggestions, and boundless creativity are evident on every page of this

book.Gibbs Smith, a publisher who believes that books can change the world.Suzanne Taylor,

an editor with the rare ability to give a writer that matchless combination of guidance and

artistic freedom.Robert, Joan, and Steven Kodis, my beloved family.The friends who provide

perspective and laughs: Kendall Yaw Cieciuch, Marcia Cohen, Mary Duffy, Donna Fecteau,

Ramona Gaylord, Susanna Hoffman, Jean Koch, Louise Redd, Susan Smilanic Simpson,

Susannah Smith, Rosemerry Wahtola Trommer, and Susan Vielsrock.Andrew and Brett

Ciectuch, who remind me to play.Blueprint SmallTable of ContentsIntroductionThe Joys of

California LivingA Cost-Efficient Caretaker ApartmentAn Elegant Suburban RetreatTranquility

Above the CrowdsSomething Old, Something NewA Fresh AngleTrailer Park Living with a

TwistA Neighborly DevelopmentA Small Addition Makes a Big DifferenceA Contemporary Slant

on a Traditional HouseHow to Find an ArchitectResourcesIntroductionSomething caught my

eye one day as I was flipping through a real estate magazine. One of the properties featured

encompassed some 36,000 square feet. Included in the home’s floor plan were ten bedrooms,

fourteen bathrooms, a master suite, an indoor pool, a theater, a wine cellar, a guesthouse,

caretaker’s quarters, and parking spaces for more than ten vehicles. A few weeks later, I came

across an article about a 295-square-foot home built on a postage-stamp-sized lot in Tokyo.

Lauded for its resourceful use of extremely limited space, this house vividly demonstrated that

a comfortable, livable home is not necessarily born out of square footage.The contrast between

these two dwellings is clear, but beyond their differences in size we discover something

ultimately more provocative: What is enough spare? Is “enough” related more to dimensions or

to how a particular space is used and enjoyed? Do large homes meet the basic needs of their

inhabitants-or, more pointedly, can they? Are people drawn to smaller homes because, in the

best of circumstances, they aim to invite rather than overwhelm?The responses to these

questions would most likely be as varied as the individuals giving the answers. Still, many

people feel an undeniable attraction to well-planned and thoughtfully arranged small spaces.

Advocates of living small believe that this philosophy is simple: All the space is used. In many

cases, people who live in very large homes tend to gravitate toward certain key areas of the

house, leaving the other rooms to sit vacant. Notes cultural anthropologist Susanna Hoffman,

who has studied the living habits of diverse societies, “Americans in particular tend to think

they need large spaces, and yet they often end up living in just a few rooms. Most people

around the world live in small spaces. As humans, we nest. We seek coziness.”Even so, the

reality is that the American home has been expanding, and along with that, its “footprint”—the

amount of land it requires. Today, the median size of a single-family home is around 2,1OO

square feet, whereas in 1967 it was closer to 1,500 square feet. According to the U.S. Census

Bureau, in 1987, 53 percent of new homes were 1,200 square feet or less, but by 2000, only 6

percent of homes were that small. Similarly, in 1987, 21 percent of newly constructed homes

were 2,400 square feet or larger; by 2000, that figure had risen to 35 percent. Nonetheless, a



parallel trend is steadily emerging, shaped by the premise that scaling back, choosing a

smaller home and, by default, a smaller footprint, and treating one’s living space as a piece of

the whole, rather than as a separate entity, can be the more desirable alternative.In this book,

you’ll find that people’s attitudes encourage a strong connection to community and toward

living small are as unique as their personalities environment. From a sleek high-rise apartment

in an urban center to a playful studio added to a suburban house, the projects presented here

invite you to explore inspiring and imaginative ways to build and appoint small spaces.

Although the structures themselves are architecturally distinct, each illustrates a fundamental

theme: Small spaces, whether primary living quarters or places for retreat or work, can be

wonderful options to endless square footage. The owners of these buildings, as well as the

architects behind their design and construction, speak a language that is becoming

increasingly prevalent among people of all walks of life: It is the language of fresh ideas about

how we live today and also how we measure our collective impact on the planet. The small

house movement involves, sometimes by design, sometimes by necessity, the process of

simplification: purging excess, paring down to the essentials, and carving out extra physical

and psychological room for living.The small spaces in this book represent a spectrum of

locations, budgets and individual style and taste, but all were chosen because they prove that

scaling back doesn’t have to become a sacrifice in comfort, spaciousness, or beauty. You might

be reading this book because you are ready to create your own small space. Or, you could still

be in the dreaming stages—envisioning a home or room that meets you needs and make your

heart do little leap when you walk into it. I hope the examples in this book will foster your

dreams, give you workable and interesting ideas, and make you smile.—Michelle Kodis
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Lauded for its resourceful use of extremely limited space, this house vividly demonstrated that

a comfortable, livable home is not necessarily born out of square footage.The contrast between

these two dwellings is clear, but beyond their differences in size we discover something

ultimately more provocative: What is enough spare? Is “enough” related more to dimensions or

to how a particular space is used and enjoyed? Do large homes meet the basic needs of their

inhabitants-or, more pointedly, can they? Are people drawn to smaller homes because, in the

best of circumstances, they aim to invite rather than overwhelm?The responses to these

questions would most likely be as varied as the individuals giving the answers. Still, many

people feel an undeniable attraction to well-planned and thoughtfully arranged small spaces.

Advocates of living small believe that this philosophy is simple: All the space is used. In many

cases, people who live in very large homes tend to gravitate toward certain key areas of the

house, leaving the other rooms to sit vacant. Notes cultural anthropologist Susanna Hoffman,

who has studied the living habits of diverse societies, “Americans in particular tend to think

they need large spaces, and yet they often end up living in just a few rooms. Most people

around the world live in small spaces. As humans, we nest. We seek coziness.”Even so, the

reality is that the American home has been expanding, and along with that, its “footprint”—the

amount of land it requires. Today, the median size of a single-family home is around 2,1OO

square feet, whereas in 1967 it was closer to 1,500 square feet. According to the U.S. Census

Bureau, in 1987, 53 percent of new homes were 1,200 square feet or less, but by 2000, only 6

percent of homes were that small. Similarly, in 1987, 21 percent of newly constructed homes

were 2,400 square feet or larger; by 2000, that figure had risen to 35 percent. Nonetheless, a

parallel trend is steadily emerging, shaped by the premise that scaling back, choosing a

smaller home and, by default, a smaller footprint, and treating one’s living space as a piece of

the whole, rather than as a separate entity, can be the more desirable alternative.In this book,

you’ll find that people’s attitudes encourage a strong connection to community and toward

living small are as unique as their personalities environment. From a sleek high-rise apartment

in an urban center to a playful studio added to a suburban house, the projects presented here

invite you to explore inspiring and imaginative ways to build and appoint small spaces.

Although the structures themselves are architecturally distinct, each illustrates a fundamental

theme: Small spaces, whether primary living quarters or places for retreat or work, can be

wonderful options to endless square footage. The owners of these buildings, as well as the

architects behind their design and construction, speak a language that is becoming

increasingly prevalent among people of all walks of life: It is the language of fresh ideas about

how we live today and also how we measure our collective impact on the planet. The small

house movement involves, sometimes by design, sometimes by necessity, the process of

simplification: purging excess, paring down to the essentials, and carving out extra physical

and psychological room for living.The small spaces in this book represent a spectrum of

locations, budgets and individual style and taste, but all were chosen because they prove that

scaling back doesn’t have to become a sacrifice in comfort, spaciousness, or beauty. You might

be reading this book because you are ready to create your own small space. Or, you could still

be in the dreaming stages—envisioning a home or room that meets you needs and make your

heart do little leap when you walk into it. I hope the examples in this book will foster your

dreams, give you workable and interesting ideas, and make you smile.—Michelle

KodisBerkeley, California

IntroductionSomething caught my eye one day as I was flipping through a real estate

magazine. One of the properties featured encompassed some 36,000 square feet. Included in



the home’s floor plan were ten bedrooms, fourteen bathrooms, a master suite, an indoor pool,

a theater, a wine cellar, a guesthouse, caretaker’s quarters, and parking spaces for more than

ten vehicles. A few weeks later, I came across an article about a 295-square-foot home built on

a postage-stamp-sized lot in Tokyo. Lauded for its resourceful use of extremely limited space,

this house vividly demonstrated that a comfortable, livable home is not necessarily born out of

square footage.The contrast between these two dwellings is clear, but beyond their differences

in size we discover something ultimately more provocative: What is enough spare? Is “enough”

related more to dimensions or to how a particular space is used and enjoyed? Do large homes

meet the basic needs of their inhabitants-or, more pointedly, can they? Are people drawn to

smaller homes because, in the best of circumstances, they aim to invite rather than overwhelm?

The responses to these questions would most likely be as varied as the individuals giving the

answers. Still, many people feel an undeniable attraction to well-planned and thoughtfully

arranged small spaces. Advocates of living small believe that this philosophy is simple: All the

space is used. In many cases, people who live in very large homes tend to gravitate toward

certain key areas of the house, leaving the other rooms to sit vacant. Notes cultural

anthropologist Susanna Hoffman, who has studied the living habits of diverse societies,

“Americans in particular tend to think they need large spaces, and yet they often end up living

in just a few rooms. Most people around the world live in small spaces. As humans, we nest.

We seek coziness.”Even so, the reality is that the American home has been expanding, and

along with that, its “footprint”—the amount of land it requires. Today, the median size of a single-

family home is around 2,1OO square feet, whereas in 1967 it was closer to 1,500 square feet.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 1987, 53 percent of new homes were 1,200 square

feet or less, but by 2000, only 6 percent of homes were that small. Similarly, in 1987, 21

percent of newly constructed homes were 2,400 square feet or larger; by 2000, that figure had

risen to 35 percent. Nonetheless, a parallel trend is steadily emerging, shaped by the premise

that scaling back, choosing a smaller home and, by default, a smaller footprint, and treating

one’s living space as a piece of the whole, rather than as a separate entity, can be the more

desirable alternative.In this book, you’ll find that people’s attitudes encourage a strong

connection to community and toward living small are as unique as their personalities

environment. From a sleek high-rise apartment in an urban center to a playful studio added to

a suburban house, the projects presented here invite you to explore inspiring and imaginative

ways to build and appoint small spaces. Although the structures themselves are architecturally

distinct, each illustrates a fundamental theme: Small spaces, whether primary living quarters or

places for retreat or work, can be wonderful options to endless square footage. The owners of

these buildings, as well as the architects behind their design and construction, speak a

language that is becoming increasingly prevalent among people of all walks of life: It is the

language of fresh ideas about how we live today and also how we measure our collective

impact on the planet. The small house movement involves, sometimes by design, sometimes

by necessity, the process of simplification: purging excess, paring down to the essentials, and

carving out extra physical and psychological room for living.The small spaces in this book

represent a spectrum of locations, budgets and individual style and taste, but all were chosen

because they prove that scaling back doesn’t have to become a sacrifice in comfort,

spaciousness, or beauty. You might be reading this book because you are ready to create your

own small space. Or, you could still be in the dreaming stages—envisioning a home or room

that meets you needs and make your heart do little leap when you walk into it. I hope the

examples in this book will foster your dreams, give you workable and interesting ideas, and

make you smile.—Michelle KodisBerkeley, CaliforniaThe Joys of California LivingSize: 750



square feetArchitect: Steven Shortridge, Callas Shortridge ArchitectsPhotographs: Claudio

SantiniVenice BungalowResidence Remodel at Venice, California750 Square FeetArchitect:

Steven Shortridge, Callas Shortridge ArchitectsSouthern California’s temperate climate is a

solid argument in itself for living small. Here, where the temperatures are shirtsleeve pleasant

for a good part of the year, the limited square footage of a small home can be made to seem

like much more when the outdoors are integrated into the primary living spaces.Architect

Steven Shortridge has done exactly that in his 750-square-foot bungalow in Venice, California.

Not content just to remodel the interior, which he did over a six-month period, Shortridge also

turned his savvy design eye toward the home’s back garden that was, in his mind, one of its

most appealing aspects. Although the home was a hodgepodge of seemingly unrelated boxy

rooms that included a parlor, dining area, and kitchen but no proper bedroom, the presence of

the unlandscaped yard captured Shortridge’s imagination. Aside from acting as a buffer from

the busy pedestrian area (the home is bordered by alleys on three sides), Shortridge believed

the garden held the potential to become a key part of the overall floor plan without too much of

an overhaul. Today, it is a functional extension of the house. In this well-used outdoor living

room, he explains, ‘the sky is the ceiling.”Shortridge bought the house in 1996. Originally part

of a grander Hollywood home, it was moved to its current site in 1937, most likely to he used

as a weekend retreat. Vacant for nearly a decade when the architect found it, the house was in

what he describes as “a good bad old state—it was falling apart, but it hadn’t been poorly

renovated either, so there were nice features still left.”As he honed his remodeling plan, the

architect paid special attention to issues of connectivity and light flow. “The garden affected

how I redid the house and also how I worked to create a connection to it,” he says. “When

you’re dealing with a very small spare, you are faced with the continual challenge of how to use

every square inch of that space in a meaningful way. Connecting the outside to the inside

accomplished this, and expanded the feeling of the whole house.”
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J. Greenblatt, “Good book.. I'm building a cohousing community, Bloomington Cohousing in

Bloomington Indiana. We want to build small houses under 1000 sq. feet and there are some

very good ideas of such houses in this book. If you're interested in cohousing check out our

facebook page.”

The Rebecca Review, “Beautiful Ideas for Smaller Homes. The small spaces in this book

represent a spectrum of locations, budgets and individual style and taste, but all were chosen

because they prove that scaling back doesn't have to become a sacrifice in comfort,

spaciousness, or beauty." ~Michelle KodisBlueprint Small gives ideas for anyone interested in

building or renovating a small home, office, or retreat space. It could be 240 or 2,400 square

feet. I am almost jealous as I view page 14. How I wish for a private little space outside to

escape for dinner or to sit in the sun. This is what I miss after selling our home. I need to find a

new place with a private deck where my outdoor furniture can live happily. I love how the doors

in this book open up to lovely patios and decks and how sunlight is streaming into the rooms

making each house look so cozy and inviting.Contents:The Joys of California LivingA Cost-

Efficient Caretaker ApartmentAn Elegant Suburban RetreatTranquility Above the

CrowdsSomething Old, Something NewA Fresh AngleTrailer Park Living with a TwistA
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Neighborly DevelopmentA Small Addition Makes a Big DifferenceA Contemporary Slant on a

Traditional HouseOne of the best ideas in this book is a room that functions as a bedroom and

an office. Hey, that is my current situation. The designers put the bookshelves between the

desk and the bed. That sounds like a great solution and the shelves were high enough that

they actually look like a room divider.As you are in bed, you can see items on the shelves (in

cute boxes) on the back side of the bookshelves and on the office side it is filled with books. So

this book gave me some design ideas for my current situation.There are some basic blueprint

designs and lots of fun full-color pictures showing what can be done with small spaces. The

retreat idea with a swimming pool looks like a great writing location for a writer or could work

as a studio for an artist. You would never know the trailer park home is a trailer. That is

probably the most interesting house to study. If you have an interest in community gardens,

there is section with a number of cottages all placed around a gardening area. The shelving in

these cottages helped to save space and made the rooms look so cozy.While this is not a

detailed guide for building your own home, it will give you lots of ideas and some pictures to

show an architect.OK, I have to go reorganize my bedroom/office. This book gave me some

great ideas.~The Rebecca Review”

Clay Johanson, “Excellent Designs, Wonderful Presentation. I'd be lying if I said that most of

the designs in "Blueprint Small" are my cup of tea (with the notable exception being the

apartment in the Chicago highrise -- amazing!)... I'm more of a "white walls and clean, modern

design" sort of person. However, this book does a very good job of showing a variety of

innovative and imaginative designs, in a format that shows them from all sorts of angles. It also

explains the reasons for decisions made by the architects and homeowners, which is

something you don't often hear. Complaints that most people can't afford to do the things

shown in this book are somewhat beside the point; if that were the case, "Architectural Digest"

magazine wouldn't be as well known as it is. "Blueprint Small" exists in that same realm, where

good design is appreciated for what it is. This book is a very good source for ideas for

improving your own space; you don't have to hire an architect or an interior designer to

appreciate what it has to offer.”

The book by Michelle Kodis has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 10 people have provided feedback.
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